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In 2023…

>95% European

<4% Asian

<0.5% African
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Euro-centric GWASs bias Loss of prediction accuracy

Martin et. al., Nature Genetics, 2019

Duncan et. al., Nature Communication, 2019



• Ancestry-specific causal variants (worse case scenario)

• Same causal variants but different effect sizes

• Same causal variants, same effect sizes, same heritability, 
but different haplotype frequency (demographic and 
evolutionary history of populations)

• …

Why?
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Factors affecting PGS accuracy disparity

6Martin et. al., Nature Genetics, 2019



LD differences
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Population 1

100 Kb 100 Kb

𝒓𝒋𝒌

Population 2

100 Kb 100 Kb

𝒓𝒋𝒌

True causal variant

SNPs in PGS



Factors affecting PGS accuracy disparity
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How to quantify the loss of accuracy
attributable to MAF and LD?



Theory
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𝒓𝒃𝟐 : Squared genetic correlation

𝒉𝒍𝟐 : Trait heritability in Population l

𝒑𝒌𝒍 : MAF of k-th tag SNP in Population 𝑙

𝒓𝒋𝒌,𝒍: LD correlation between j-th causal 

variant and k-th tag SNP in Population l

𝒗𝒂𝒓((𝒚𝒍): variance of PGS in Population l

Relative Accuracy (RA)



1.Empirical data suggest that causal variants (and effects) 
are largely shared across populations

2.Relative accuracy is lower than expected if assuming 
GWAS SNPs are causal variants (è wrong conclusion)

3.LD and MAF differences between populations account for 
the majority of the loss of prediction accuracy

Conclusions
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Implication: meta-analysis can improve 
accuracy
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Yengo et al., Nature, 2022



Implication: methods accounting for MAF/LD 
differences can improve accuracy
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Ruan et al., Nature Genetics, 2022



• Polygenic predictors lose a significant amount of their accuracy across 
populations of different genetic ancestries

• MAF and LD differences between populations can largely account for this 
phenomenon

• Evidence suggests that causal variants (and effects are largely shared 
across populations)

1. Implication 1: meta-analysis can improve cross-ancestry prediction

2. Implication 2: methods accounting for MAF and LD can improve further

Summary
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